Competing factors in grain boundary loop shrinkage: Two-dimensional hard sphere colloidal crystals.
A grain boundary (GB) loop in a two-dimensional solid is the boundary of a domain or grain whose lattice orientation is mismatched with its uniform surroundings. Understanding the factors that influence the rate at which the interior of a GB loop relaxes to the orientation of its surroundings is an important step toward control and predictability of grain coarsening in general. Recent computational and experimental studies looking at the rate of GB loop shrinkage in two-dimensional colloidal hard sphere solids have uncovered contradictory trends: in experiments, GB loops with low misorientation angles shrank the fastest, while in simulations, they persisted the longest. In this study, the computational system's behavior is brought into qualitative agreement with the experimental results through increasing the lateral packing pressure, decreasing the domain size, and mimicking the experimental protocol used to form the GB loop. Small GB loops with the same misorientation, but displaying either a hexagonal or starlike grain shape depending on the orientation of their six dislocations, are shown to differ in their rates of shrinkage by two orders of magnitude. The evidence suggests that both the barrier to generating new dislocations as well as the pattern of dislocations formed by different GB loop preparation methods will determine which trend is observed.